
Finitisti dimension of standardly strati�ed algebrasIstv�an �Agoston1;2, Dieter Happel, Erzs�ebet Luk�as1 and Luise UngerAbstrat. We prove that the projetively and the injetively de�ned �nitisti dimen-sions of a standardly strati�ed algebra are always �nite by giving the optimal boundfor these numbers in terms of the number of simple modules.The notion of standardly strati�ed algebras is a natural generalization of quasi-hereditary algebras, introdued earlier by Cline, Parshall and Sott (f. [CPS1℄);quasi-hereditary algebras are preisely those standardly strati�ed algebras whihhave �nite global dimension ([D℄, [W℄). For further generalizations and broaderontext of this lass we refer to [CPS2℄; see also [APT℄.In [DR1℄, Dlab and Ringel showed that the global dimension of a quasi-hereditary algebra is always bounded by 2n � 2, where n denotes the number ofsimple modules for the given algebra, and this bound is the best possible.The aim of the present paper is to show that the same bound holds for theprojetively and the injetively de�ned �nitisti dimensions of standardly strati�edalgebras (Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.1). Observe that | unlike the notion ofa quasi-hereditary algebra | the onept of a standardly strati�ed algebra is nottwo-sided thus the two di�erent �nitisti dimensions should be examined separately.For the historial bakground of the �nitisti dimension onjeture we refer to [ZH℄.We should note that the �niteness of the �nitisti dimension of standardlystrati�ed algebras an also be dedued from [H℄, however neither the sharp boundsnor the left-right symmetry follow from this argument.Part of this researh was done in the framework of a German{Hungarian ex-hange program. The authors gratefully aknowledge the obtained support.1. PreliminariesIn what follows, A will stand for a �nite dimensional assoiative algebra overa �eld K, and mod-A will denote the ategory of �nitely generated right A-modules. For a sublass S � mod-A the projetive dimension of S is de�ned to bepdS = sup f pdM jM 2 S g. We will use similar notation for the injetive dimen-sion, too. Let fin:dimS = sup f pdM j pdM <1; M 2 S g. The (projetively de-�ned) �nitisti dimension of an algebraA is de�ned as fin:dimA = fin:dimmod-A,that is: fin:dimA = sup f pdM jM 2 mod-A; pdM <1g :1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. Primary 16E10.1 Researh partially supported by Hungarian NFSR grants no. T016432 and T0234342 This researh was done while the author held the Bolyai Researh Fellowship1



2 �AGOSTON, HAPPEL, LUK�ACS AND UNGERObserve that by taking the supremum of the injetive dimensions of those modulesfor whih this number is �nite, we get the �nitisti dimension of Aopp.For simpliity, we shall also assume that A is basi. Let e = (e1; e2; : : : ; en) be a�xed ordered sequene of primitive orthogonal idempotents so that e1+e2+� � �+en =1. To this sequene we shall assoiate another sequene of idempotents, de�ned by"i = ei + ei+1 + � � �+ en for 1 � i � n. For onveniene we take "n+1 = 0.By �xing the order of the idempotents, we also get an ordering of the in-deomposable projetive A-modules P (i) ' eiA and the simple modules S(i) 'P (i)Æ radP (i). For 1 � i � n, the i-th standard module �(i) is de�ned to be thelargest quotient of P (i) whih ontains no omposition fators S(j) for j > i. Thus,�(i) ' eiAÆeiA"i+1A. The proper standard module �(i) is the largest quotientof �(i) with semisimple endomorphism ring, i. e. �(i) ' eiAÆei radA"iA. Du-ally, we get the notion of ostandard modules r(i) and proper ostandard modulesr(i), by taking the appropriate submodules of the injetive hull I(i) of S(i). Thus,r(i) ' D�Æ(i) and r(i) ' D�Æ(i), where D denotes the K-dual of a module,and �Æ(i) and �Æ(i) stands for the similarly de�ned left standard and left properstandard modules. By � (resp. �, r and r) we shall denote the set of all stan-dard (resp. proper standard, ostandard and proper ostandard modules). Similarnotation will be used for the orresponding left modules, too.For a sublass S of right (or left) A-modules we denote by F(S) the lassof those right (resp. left) A-modules for whih there exists a �ltration where theorresponding fator modules all belong to S. Reall that (A; e) is quasi-hereditaryif AA 2 F(�) and EndA ��(i)� is semisimple for 1 � i � n (f. [DR1℄ or [DR2℄).Observe that the semisimpliity ondition on the endomorphism rings of standardmodules is equivalent to the ondition that �(i) = �(i) for 1 � i � n (f. [D℄,[ADL℄). The algebra (A; e) is standardly strati�ed if AA 2 F(�) (see [CPS2℄, [D℄ or[ADL℄). In view of the obvious fat that Ext1A ��(i);�(j)� = 0 for i > j (see, forexample, [DR2℄; similar ondition holds also for �), the ondition that M 2 F(�)(or M 2 F(�), resp.) is equivalent to the ondition that the trae �ltration M =M"1A � M"2 � � � � � M"nA � 0 an be re�ned to a �ltration with fators in �(or �, resp.). Note that for a module M the multipliities of �(i)-s (resp. �(i)-s)in any �-�ltration (resp. �-�ltration) of M must be unique.Thus, if A is standardly strati�ed, the trae ideal AenA is projetive as a rightA-module, and the fator algebra �A = AÆAenA is also standardly strati�ed. Weshall frequently make use of the following simple fat (see [CPS1℄, [DR1℄, [APT℄):Proposition 1.1. Let I / A be an idempotent ideal whih is projetive as a rightA-module and let �A = A=I. Then for any X;Y 2 mod- �A and any i � 0 we have:Exti�A(X;Y ) = ExtiA(X;Y ).Idempotent ideals with the above property will be alled stratifying ideals (f.[CPS2℄). Observe that we have identi�ed the �A-modules with their images underthe anonial inlusion funtor mod- �A! mod-A.In ontrast to the quasi-hereditary situation, AA 2 F(�) does not imply, ingeneral, that AA 2 F(�Æ). In fat, one has the following proposition (see [D℄):Proposition 1.2. The following are equivalent for an algebra (A; e):(i) AA 2 F(�);(ii) D(AA) 2 F(rÆ);(iii) D(AA) 2 F(r);(iv) AA 2 F(�Æ).



FINITISTIC DIMENSION OF STRATIFIED ALGEBRAS 3We shall also need the following onsequene of Theorem 3.1 from [ADL℄.Proposition 1.3. Let (A; e) be given and assume that AA 2 F(�). Then F(�) =�X jExt1A �X;r(j)� = 0	 for all 1 � j � n.Finally, we shall also need the following result from [ADL℄.Lemma 1.4. For given (A; e) the lass F(�) is losed under kernels of epimor-phisms. 2. Standardly strati�ed algebrasThe main result of this setion is the following theorem:Theorem 2.1. Let (A; e) be given and assume that AA 2 F(�), i. e. A is standardlystrati�ed. Then fin:dimA � 2n� 2.Atually, the result will follow by an easy indution from the following, moregeneral result:Theorem 2.2. Let e 2 A be a primitive idempotent element. Suppose that theideal AeAA is projetive and for the algebra �A = AÆAeA the �nitisti dimensionfin:dim �A = k <1. Then fin:dimA � k + 2.We shall need some preliminary lemmas.Lemma 2.3. Let A be a loal algebra. If pdMA <1 then MA is projetive.Proof. Observe that eah projetive module has the same Loewy-length, thus forP and P 0 projetive there is no embedding P ! radP 0. Thus no �nite minimalprojetive resolution of length larger than 0 exists. utLemma 2.4. Let e 2 A be a primitive idempotent and assume that AeAA is pro-jetive. If M 2 mod-A has �nite projetive dimension then Me is a projetiveeAe-module.Proof. Consider a �nite projetive resolution of MA:0! Pt ! � � � ! P0 !M ! 0 :Then applying the exat funtor HomA(eA;�) we get the following exat sequeneof right eAe-modules: 0! Pte! � � � ! P0e!Me! 0 :Here the projetivity of AeAA implies that the modules PieA are projetive asA-modules, hene the modules Pie are projetive as eAe-modules for i = 0; : : : ; t.Thus pdMeeAe <1. Then Lemma 2.3 implies that Me is projetive. utLemma 2.5. Let e 2 A be a primitive idempotent and assume that AeAA is pro-jetive. Assume that for a module M 2 mod-A the module MeeAe is projetive.Let 0! 
! P !MeA! 0be an exat sequene of right A-modules with P ! MeA a projetive over. Then
e = 0.



4 �AGOSTON, HAPPEL, LUK�ACS AND UNGERProof. From the sequene above we get the following short exat sequene of eAe-modules: 0! 
e! Pe!MeAe =Me! 0 :Then the projetivity of Me implies that the sequene splits. On the other hand,using that P = PeA, we get that 
e is mapped into radPe. Hene 
e = 0. utLemma 2.6. Let e 2 A be a primitive idempotent and assume that AeAA is proje-tive. Suppose pdMA <1 and let0! 
! P !M ! 0be an exat sequene of right A-modules with P ! M a projetive over. Then
\PeA ' X � �� eA� for some X with Xe = 0.Proof. The exat sequene above gives rise to the following ommutative diagram:0 ! 
\PeA ! PeA ! MeA ! 0# # #0 ! 
 ! P ! M ! 0 .Here the projetivity of AeA gives that PeA ' � eA and pdM < 1 implies byLemma 2.4 that MeeAe is projetive.Let 0 ! X ! P 0 ! MeA ! 0 be an exat sequene of right A-modules withP 0 ! MeA a projetive over. Then, learly, P 0 ' � eA and the projetivity ofMeAeeAe = MeeAe implies, by Lemma 2.5, that Xe = 0. By Shanuel's Lemma,P 0�(
\PeA) ' PeA�X . Hene, by the Krull-Shmidt Theorem we get that
\PeA is of the required form. utLemma 2.7. Let e 2 A be an idempotent and assume that AeAA is projetive. Let�A = AÆAeA. If M 2 mod- �A has �nite projetive dimension as an �A-module, thenpdMA � pdM �A + 1.Proof. The projetivity of the ideal AeA implies that if P �A is projetive, thenpdPA � 1. Hene if we take a minimal projetive resolution of M as an �A-module,we get that pdMA � t+ 1, where t is the length of the resolution. utProof of Theorem 2:2. Let M 2 mod-A be a module with pdM <1 and onsiderthe �rst step of a minimal projetive resolution of M :0! 
! P !M ! 0 :Then Lemma 2.6 implies that 
\PeA ' X � �� eA) with Xe = 0. Sine 
eA =�
\PeA)eA, we get that 
eA ' �X � �� eA��eA = � eA, so 
eA is projetive.Hene, from the exat sequene 0 ! 
eA ! 
 ! �
 = 
Æ
eA ! 0 and frompd
 <1, we have pd �
A <1. Sine AeA is a stratifying ideal, this means that �
,as an �A = AÆAeA-module is also of �nite projetive dimension (f. Proposition 1.1).Hene pd �
 �A � k. By Lemma 2.7, pd �
A � k+1. The projetivity of 
eAA impliesnow that pd
A � k + 1, hene pdM � k + 2.This �nishes the proof. ut



FINITISTIC DIMENSION OF STRATIFIED ALGEBRAS 53. Algebras with proper standard �ltrationThe main result of this setion is the following theorem:Theorem 3.1. Let (A; e) be given and assume that AA 2 F(�), i. e. Aopp is stan-dardly strati�ed. Then fin:dimA � 2n� 2.Observe that in view of Proposition 1.2 this result implies that the injetivelyde�ned �nitisti dimension (or equivalently, that the left �nitisti dimension) ofstandardly strati�ed algebras is also bounded by 2n� 2.For the proof we will �rst need a few lemmas.Lemma 3.2. Let (A; e) be given and assume that AA 2 F(�). Then idF(r) �n� 1.Proof. In view of Proposition 1.2, using the standard K-duality, we shall prove adual statement, namely: if AA 2 F(�), then pdF(�) � n�1. Clearly, it is enoughto show that pd� � n� 1.In the �rst step, observe that �(n) = P (n), hene pd�(n) = 0. Next, let ustake �A = AÆAenA with the restrition of the order de�ned by e. Observe that�(i) = �A(i) = � �A(i) for 1 � i � n � 1, and learly, �A �A 2 F(� �A). Hene, byindution, we get that pd�(i) �A � n � 2 for 1 � i � n � 2. Consequently, byLemma 2.7, we have pd�(i)A � n� 1 for 1 � i � n� 1. Thus, we are done.Let us remark that atually we ould have proved a more preise statement,namely that pd�(i) � n� i. utLemma 3.3. Let (A; e) be given and for a module MA let �M = MÆMenA. Let0 ! X ! Y ! Z ! 0 be an exat sequene of A-modules so that Y enA;ZenA 2F��(n)�. Then the sequene 0! �X ! �Y ! �Z ! 0 is also exat.Observe here that the �ltration ondition is satis�ed if, for example, Y; Z 2F(�).Proof. We have the following ommutative diagram:0 ! X \Y enA ! Y enA ! ZenA ! 0# # #0 ! X ! Y ! Z ! 0 .By Lemma 1.4 we get that X \Y enA 2 F(�); moreover, the uniqueness of multi-pliities of �(i)-s in any �ltration shows that X \Y enA 2 F��(n)�. This impliesthat X \Y enA = XenA, hene we get the following ommutative diagram withexat rows and olumns:0 ! XenA ! Y enA ! ZenA ! 0# # #0 ! X ! Y ! Z ! 0# # #0 ! �X ! �Y ! �Z ! 0 .This �nishes the proof. ut



6 �AGOSTON, HAPPEL, LUK�ACS AND UNGERLemma 3.4. For given (A; e) assume that AA 2 F(�). Then fin:dimF(�) �n� 1.Proof. Let M 2 F(�); then we also have MenA 2 F��(n)�. Assume that pdM =r <1 and let 0! Pr ! � � � ! P1 ! P0 !M ! 0be a minimal projetive resolution of M .Sine MenA;PienA 2 F��(n)�, we get by indution from Lemma 1.4 that ev-ery short exat sequene of the minimal projetive resolution satis�es the onditionsof Lemma 3.3, hene we get the following exat sequene:0! �Pr ! � � � ! �P1 ! �P0 ! �M ! 0:Here �X = XÆXenA for an arbitrary module X 2 mod-A.Sine �Pi is projetive over �A = AÆAenA, and �Pi is mapped into rad �Pi�1 forevery 1 � i � r, we get in this way a minimal projetive resolution of �M as an �A-module. Thus, pd �M �A < 1, on the other hand, �M �A 2 F(� �A), hene by indutionwe get that pd �M �A � n� 2.We have obtained that �Pj = 0 for j � n � 1. Thus, for these indies Pj =�P (n). A Loewy-length argument shows that �IP (n) annot be embedded intorad ��J P (n)�, hene r � n� 1.Thus, pdM � n� 1, as required. utLemma 3.5. For given (A; e), let AA 2 F(�). Then, for any M 2 mod-A, then� 1-th syzygy of M , denoted by 
n�1(M) is in F(�).Proof. From the projetive resolution of M , we get the following equality for ar-bitrary X 2 mod-A: ExtnA(M;X) ' Ext1 �
n�1(M); X�. By taking X = r(j)for 1 � j � n, Lemma 3.2 implies that Ext1A �
n�1(M);r(j)� = 0. Hene, byProposition 1.3 we get that 
n�1(M) 2 F(�), as required. utWe are now ready to prove the main result of the setion.Proof of Theorem 3:1. Let M 2 mod-A be suh that pdM < 1. Then, byLemma 3.5 we get that 
n�1(M) 2 F(�), and by Lemma 3.4, we have thatpd
n�1(M) � n� 1. Hene pdM � 2n� 2. utReferenes[ADL℄ �Agoston, I., Dlab, V., Luk�as, E., Strati�ed algebras, MathematialReports of the Aademy of Siene, Canada 20 (1998), 22{28.[APT℄ Auslander, M., Platzek, M.I., Todorov, G., Homologial theoryof idempotent ideals, Trans. Amer. Math. So. 332 (1992), 667{692.[CPS1℄ Cline, E., Parshall, B.J., Sott, L.L., Finite dimensional algebrasand highest weight ategories, J. reine angew. Math. 391 (1988), 85{99.[CPS2℄ Cline, E., Parshall, B.J., Sott, L.L., Stratifying endomorphism al-gebras, Memoirs of the AMS 591, 1996.
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